NTHJC Year End Wrap Up
With a big turnout, great riding, wonderful parties, exciting classes & beautiful weather the NTHJC Year End Show was a huge success!

Congratulations to

**American National NTHJC Hunter Derby Winner**
Cabalito ridden by Conner Hinckley

**CSC Farm Schooling Jumper Classic Winner**
Title Town ridden by Rebecca McCrea

**Goldstar Equestrian Puddle Jumper Classic Winner**
SKS Reve D'Elle ridden by Alexis Beaty
Bridlewood Stables Pony Hunter Classic Winner
Bella Morena ridden by Tessa Peeler

2' D&L Farm and Home Hunter Derby Winner
Big South ridden by Zoe Williams

2'3" BE Interprises Hunter Derby Winner
Market Threat ridden by Ainslee Gregg

Bluebonnet Feeds Best Turned Out Horse Winners
Premonition/Patti Hurst, Frappuccino/Maro Reppas, Valentino/Olivia Edmunds
Bluebonnet Feeds Stall Decorating Winner - Finnegan Farm

High Point Jr/Amateur Derby Rider – Danielle Nicely

NTHJC Medal Final Winners sponsored by Keightley Enterprises
2'-Julia Breidenbach 2'3"-Ellie Bruder 2'6"-Dariya Fallon
2'9"-Alexis Beaty 3'-Danielle Nicely

Thanks to our many volunteers and sponsors!
Visit hollyridge.photoreflect.com for show photos
Remember professional jumping photos are needed of Champion & Reserve Winners of NTHJC Final Point Standings to run in the Chronicle of the Horse